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Chemotherapy
Chemotherapy is a treatment for cancer where medicine is used to damage cancer
cells, preventing their ability to reproduce and spread.
The main aim of treatment may be to:
l to cure cancer completely (curative chemotherapy);
l help improve the effectiveness of other treatments, for example, chemotherapy
can be combined with radiotherapy (the use of radiation to kill cancerous cells),
or used before surgery;
l reduce the risk of the cancer returning after surgery or radiotherapy; or
l relieve symptoms and slow the spread of cancer, in advanced cases where a cure
may not be possible (palliative chemotherapy).
The chemotherapy used will depend on the type of cancer and how advanced
it is; treatment can include one medication (monotherapy) or a combination
(combination therapy), and may be given via tablets, injections, or a cream,
among other methods.2
Different people react to chemotherapy in different ways. Side effects can
depend on the specific medication or combination of medications, the dose, and
the individual’s reaction to treatment.2,3
A minority have very few or no side effects, however, common side effects
may include tiredness or fatigue; nausea and vomiting; diarrhoea or constipation;
hair loss; increased risk of infection; anaemia; and bruising and bleeding. Other
potential side effects include appetite loss; dry skin; increased sensitivity; brittle
nails; poor concentration and memory; sleep problems; decreased sex drive;
temporary loss of fertility; depression; and stress and anxiety.2

Boosting
morale
We look at some simple
treatment adaptations
and techniques for safe
nail treatments, skincare
and make-up for people
undergoing chemotherapy

E

Impact of cancer treatment
on the skin, nails and hair
Professor Robert Thomas, consultant oncologist at
Cambridge University Hospitals, Addenbrooke and
Bedford, provides an introduction to the effects of
chemotherapy on the skin, nails and hair

very two minutes someone in the UK is diagnosed
with cancer. With approximately 325,000 people in
the UK diagnosed in 2010, equating to about 890
people every day, cancer will have affected many of
our lives – if not directly – then via friends, family,
colleagues or clients.1
A cancer diagnosis not only brings about
psychological and emotional stress, but the physical
side effects of cancer treatment can also be very
distressing. As therapists, we can help combat or
disguise some of these physical effects, which may help
in some small way to boost clients’ altered self-image
and esteem.
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In tissues where rapid cell division occurs to provide a steady supply of new cells,
such as the skin, nails and hair, chemotherapy can damage those cells in addition
to cancer cells.3-6 However, these side effects are usually temporary as the damaged
normal tissues tend to be able to repair themselves and recover.3,4
Some chemotherapy treatments can cause the skin to become dry and sore,
particularly on the hands or feet, and itchiness, pigmentation, and rashes may also
occur.2,6,7 In some cases, palmar plantar erythrodysesthesia, or hand-foot syndrome,
may develop, potentially causing thickening, splitting, reddening and flaking of the
skin, swelling and discomfort, and the development of blisters.4,6
Inflammation and ulceration of the mouth lining may be caused by certain
chemotherapy drugs, causing pain and discomfort.4,7 Chapped lips is a relatively
minor ailment aggravated by chemotherapy, but can be uncomfortable and increase
the risk of developing cold sores; natural oil-based creams may help protect lips.4,8
During – and for some time after – chemotherapy, the skin may become more
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Adapting nail treatments
during chemotherapy
Susan Gerrard, of Gerrard International, discusses safe nail treatments
for clients undergoing chemotherapy
It is safe for cancer patients to have natural
nail manicures and pedicures throughout
the course of their treatment, although GP
consent is essential prior to providing nail
treatments and using any new products.
Regular nail care will not only help
boost morale and confidence, but also
help to strengthen and protect the nails,
reduce nail damage and trauma, and help
nails to recover more quickly following
chemotherapy.
Doctors recommend patients refrain from
having artificial nails during chemotherapy
– both acrylic and gel – as artificial nails

sensitive to sunlight, and extra precautions
should be taken, such as avoiding the sun
at peak temperatures, using sunscreen, and
wearing suitable clothing, for example, a hat
and sunglasses.2,6
Hair loss is another common side effect
of some chemotherapy treatments, most
commonly affecting the scalp, although also
occurring in other areas, such as the arms,
legs and face, including the eyelashes and
eyebrows.2,4,6,7 Hair loss can begin from a few
days to within a few weeks following initial
treatment, and some people decide to wear a
wig.2,4 Cooling the scalp, for example by using
a cold cap, can prevent or reduce hair loss from
some chemotherapy drugs.4,9,10 However, hair
loss is not permanent and hair tends to grow
back after treatment has ended.2,4
Another possible side effect is nail damage,
which can be caused by any chemotherapy
agents, but, in particular, taxanes –
chemotherapy drugs that stop cell division.
Nails often become dry, brittle, thin and
flaky, which can cause lines and ridges to
develop and fraying of the cuticles, as well as
heightened sensitivity and soreness. Other
changes may include splitting of the skin in
the nail bed, secondary infection leading to
discolouration, hyperpigmentation, acute
paronychia (infection) and onycholysis
(complete loss of the nail). Various initiatives
can help, including cooling the nail beds after
chemotherapy and avoiding trauma.4,7,11,12
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As chemotherapy often dries out the nail,
it is important to replenish moisture levels.
A moisturising cream can be massaged into
the cuticles and hydrating oil applied to the
fingers and toes, with clients encouraged
to continue this at home daily. Clients
should be advised to use rubber gloves
when carrying out household chores or
gardening, as this will help to protect nails
against harsh chemicals and prevent fungal
infections from excessive exposure to water.
Finally, clients can be assured that as the
body heals, the nails will begin to grow and
any imperfections will usually work their
way forward gradually to the free edge; it can
take approximately six to 12 months from
cuticle to tip, for both fingers and toes.

carry more germs than natural nails where
the space behind the acrylic/gel can harbour
and trap bacteria. These bacteria can be
present even after hand washing, so only
natural manicures and pedicures should be
performed during chemotherapy. If any signs
of inflammation or infection are identified
during a manicure or pedicure, the client’s
GP should be alerted immediately.

Putting client’s needs first
Before performing any treatments, it is vital
to consider your client’s needs. As always,
tools must be thoroughly cleaned
to minimise risk of infection, to which
people undergoing chemotherapy may be
more vulnerable.
Nails should be kept very short to help
maintain their natural strength so they
are less likely to break, and filing should be
carried out gently and in one direction to
prevent damage to the natural nail.
It is crucial to avoid cutting the cuticles
of cancer patients during manicures and
pedicures; as the cuticle protects the nail
bed from germs, cutting them can leave
the client open to infection. To push back
cuticles, a soft, clean orangewood stick and
a generous application of cuticle cream can
be used.
Nails can be cut to shape and protected
with a prescriptive base coat suitable for the
client’s needs, before the application of two
coats of colour and top coat. The edges of the
nail can be sealed with each coat to lock in
the treatment and provide extra durability.

Caring for the natural nail
After several treatment cycles, it is not
unusual for patients to notice their nails have
become discoloured and no longer grow as
much as they used to. As long as the nail bed
isn’t cracked, clients can select their favourite
polish shade, with the application of colour
helping to conceal any discolouration and
lines. Where possible, suggest a darker shade
to your client, as this may help to protect the
nails from light sensitivity. To remove polish,
a non-acetone-based remover is preferable as
this is less drying to the natural nail.
International Therapist

Skincare and
make-up for
cancer patients
Liz Lee, from Look Good Feel
Better workshops, discusses
some skincare and make-up
advice to help combat the
effect of cancer treatment on
the skin and hair
The skin is the largest organ in the body
and often the first line of defence against
infection; therefore, healthy skin will be
better positioned to offer protection for an
immune system that is already compromised,
not only from cancer but also chemotherapy.
Cleansing the skin thoroughly not only
removes impurities but also increases blood
circulation, encouraging more oxygen and
nutrients to be transported to the area and
reducing puffiness from cancer treatments
or tiredness. Hospital wards are usually very
warm, drying out the skin further, therefore,
keeping skin hydrated with a rich moisturiser
can help maintain suppleness and improve
skin tone and texture.
Cancer and the associated stress can
have an ageing effect on skin, which can
be treated by the ingredients of many
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moisturisers and eye creams, such as vitamins and antioxidants,
to help even out any fine lines and reduce dark circles. To avoid
reintroducing any puffiness to the eye, products should be applied
around the orbital bone.

A blank canvas
Cancer and treatment for cancer can affect hormone levels, which,
in turn, can have a thinning effect on the skin. Around the eye
area – where the skin is already at its finest – small blood vessels can
become more apparent, causing a darkening effect that increases the
prominence of under-eye shadows. The lack of oxygen in these vessels
will make the eyes look even more tired, therefore a skin-coloured
concealer can be gently roll-patted into the area to disguise this.
As treatments progress, skin often becomes increasingly sensitive,
which can present in high colour on the face, upper chest and neck;
this can be counteracted with the careful application of highly
pigmented green corrector cream under foundation.
The foundations of the make-up establishes a solid base and blank
canvas for the rest of the make-up, lending skin a healthy glow and
smooth, even texture. Anti-ageing foundations that are light in
texture but rich in vitamins continue to nourish the skin while evening
out the skin tone, and can be set with a light coating of powder and
blusher, to return colour to the cheeks.

Total or partial hair loss, including the eyebrows and eyelashes, can be
very distressing, and although a scarf or hat can disguise hair loss on
the head, techniques for disguising eyebrow and eyelash loss are often
not as readily known.
For those who have some hair growth, an eyebrow pencil can
be used to emphasise the hairs that remain or to fill in gaps. Short
feathery strokes along the natural arch can recreate the appearance
of eyebrows; emphasising the natural fullness closest to the bridge of
the nose, leading outwards to a thinner outer edge, to balance and
frame the face.
In the absence of any hair, the three main points to the brow can
be plotted and the same technique used to create a whole set of
eyebrows. A soft eyebrow brush can then be used gently over the top
to soften the look; the eyebrows should not be too dark or heavy, as
this gives a more theatrical and less subtle look.
In cases where women have lost eyelashes, a pencil eyeliner can be
used along the lash line to frame the eyes and divert attention away
from the hair loss. Mascara can then be used to emphasise any tiny
remaining hairs; in addition to the traditional method of application,
holding the wand upright and gently using a to and fro motion can
catch and emphasise any tiny hairs. These remaining hairs are often so
light they are hardly visible until the pigmentation from the products
highlights them.

Defining features
Eyeshadow can be used to define the eye area and draw attention
away from any loss of eyelashes and eyebrows. To open up the
eyes, a light shade can be brushed all over the eyelid up to the
eyebrow, before a slightly darker shade is blended in from the
lash line to the eyelid crease, and finally, the darkest shade
used from the outer corner of the eye in a triangle shape to
create depth and definition. Shades can be adapted to suit the
individual’s face shape, style and desired effect.
For the lips, a lip liner pencil applied to the natural lip line
using soft, gentle strokes adds definition and prevents lipstick
bleeding outside the lip area, which can happen with fine lines
around this area. Applying liner all over the lips can provide a
longer lasting effect. Using a moisturising lipstick, colour can
then be applied to add fullness to the lips, before blotting with
a tissue and applying a second layer. To create the appearance of
fuller lips, lip gloss can be applied only to the centre of both the
top and bottom lip.
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FHT 2013 Excellence in Practice award winner
Geraldine Flynn, MFHT, who works in conjunction with
a Macmillan Cancer Support Centre, discusses
semi-permanent make-up to help disguise hair loss
Semi-permanent make-up, or micropigmentation, is an advanced
technique that gives facial features shape and definition. It involves
implanting hypoallergenic pigments made from a natural iron oxide
into the upper reticular part of the dermal layer of the skin, at a
depth of 0.5mm so the colour is visible through the skin. For people
suffering from hair loss as a result of chemotherapy, semi-permanent
make-up can be used to disguise loss of eyebrows and enhance
eyelashes, boosting their confidence and helping them to cope with
this distressing side effect. Semi-permanent make-up can be used to
completely replace or enhance sparse eyebrows using single hair
strokes or a soft textured look, and to enhance eyelashes by creating a
fine, soft line that adds depth and definition to the eyes, making
lashes appear thicker.
Semi-permanent make-up is safe for clients with cancer once their
oncology nurse or GP states their blood count is high enough, and
a five-week window is required either side of any radiotherapy or
chemotherapy before proceeding with treatment. Some clients choose
to have their eyebrows or eyelashes enhanced before they lose their
hair, while others use make-up until they are sure they want a more
permanent effect.
Typically, the procedure for eyebrow and eyelash enhancements is
completed in two steps, four to eight weeks apart, following an initial
patch test. Clients with total hair loss may need more additional
appointments than those with partial hair loss, to gradually build
up the desired end result and prevent the effect being too obvious or
scary to the client straight away. The colour usually remains visible for
several years, however, to keep the look fresh and natural, maintenance
treatments are advisable every 12 to 18 months.
Semi-permanent make-up can also be used to recreate the appearance
of nipples and areola following breast reconstruction, which can
really boost the self-esteem of women suffering from an altered body
image. The procedure is advised to take place at least six months postoperation if scarring is present in the area, and usually involves two
appointments, following an initial consultation, plus maintenance
treatments every 18 to 24 months, as the skin in this area is not as
exposed as the face.
[To read an article by Karen Betts on the use of semi-permanent make-up for
people with cancer or other health conditions, please visit
www.fht.org.uk/rr/beauty/micropigmentation/betts.]
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FHT Member Offer on
Therapy Supplies
:: Special Offer

Does Your Business Need Some Therapy?
The ATA aims to teach therapists how to run a business and to create the foundation to continuously move it forward, so that they take their business seriously and create the one they want.
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£159*
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Massage Table
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Ergolite Pro Saddle
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.99*
99*
Stool £49.99*

Beneﬁts include:
ATA Membership, workshops, 1�2�1 Business Reviews & 1�2�1
Business Assistance, ATA members area only on website

To view our whole range of products, visit our website.
ebsite. All prices include VAT.*

To learn more about how membership with us can beneﬁt you and your business,
contact Alison Brown now:
07773702942 | www.alistherapyacademy.co.uk |
facebook.com/AlisTherapyAcademy | twitter.com/AlisTherapyAcad

Call Freephone

0800
587 3969
All major credit/debit cards accepted
*£9.99 UK Mainland Delivery

www.onlinetherapysupplies.co.uk

aromatherapy candles
benefits of our candles

100%
natural
wax and
essential
oils

• Free from synthetic fragrances
and artificial additives
• Burn cleanly without releasing
pollutants, toxins or soot
• Hand made in the UK from
natural soy wax and essential oils
• Holistic benefits of essential oils
when breathing aroma from candles

stamford holistic therapies

www.stamfordholistic.folksy.com
stamfordholistic@gmail.com
www.fht.org.uk
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